About the Rounds
hese easy rounds can be learned quickly by a wide range of both
formal and informal groups. The texts make them useful for
Christian education, for recreation, or for worship services. Junior
choirs, adult choirs, congregations, youth groups, attendees at
camps, instrumental groups, etc. will find them musically satisfying. The
instrumental parts* may be used to support the voices, replace some sictions
entirely, or even play the rounds without voices. Because a round is a melody which can be sung "against itself" it serves as "instant part music."
Rounds are a gteat help to poorly balanced choirs. For example, rhree
sections of female voices can be used against all the men; or the group can
divide into equal voices, with perhaps three female voices to each male voice
if the latter are in short supply. Moreover, rounds are useful to allow two or
more choirs who wish to perform together but who have little rehearsal time

to do so.

he rounds are in score form to assist the leader in coordinating the
performance of them more satisfactorily. Breath marks have been
added to assist in phrasing. An arrow is used ro show the precise
moment at which the second voice should enter. Learn the round
in unison before attempting to sing "in parts." If the singers lack experience
in carrying independent parrs, try separating them from each other. Three
or four-paft rounds may be sung first only in two parts to gain confidence.
Fermatas indicate a possible stopping place for all voices; these should be
observed only when it is time to conclude the round. The voices (or instruments) may instead drop out one at a time if preferred. The leader may
raise a hand in the air as a signal that it is almost time to stop. ostinato
figures may be improvised to go with the rounds, if desired. The use of
specified or spontaneous movement to accompany each of the various lines
of the round may also have a good effect.
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Consider the Lilies of the Field

(3-part)
Anonymous
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10. The Sabbath
(3-part)
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WORSHIP SUGGESTIONS
umbers two and four serve especially well as Calls to Worship.
Number five is appropriate for Missionary Sunday and similar
occasions. With mixed voices, number seven is best done by
having basses begin, followed by tenors, altos and finally sopranos.
It may be done in unison for the Call to Prayer and as a round for the Response to Prayer. Number eight is long enough for an anthem, especially if
done in unison before singing all the parts simultaneously. Number nine is
most effective when voices sing only the top line and insrruments play the
bottom two lines. An alternative is for the organ to play these lines. Number ten is a one-chord round and is in the Southern tradition in which complete chords are not necessarily the norm. Be certain to make clear to
everyone how many times the round is to be done, and be specific as to
who plays or sings which line and exactly when they are to enter and where
they should stop.
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